
TECHNICAL SHEET
# 671-032

Innovation and performance in detailing

n° 671-032    6 X 1lt Box /  n° 671-01   4 X 3.78lt Box

Formulated without silicone and using a new technology of micro abrasives particles derived from 
nanotechnology, this HSF 1 Extra Cut Advanced Compound gives quicker and more efficient job 
than the old generation of compound  for removing permanently coarser scratches on old or new 
paint finishes. 

This new generation of HSF (Hologram Swirl Free) lubricant frictionless compound, specially 
formulated, uses a new low VOC lubricant process to be used for several polishing applications; 
prevents haze and swirl marks on dark colours. Produces a super wet look finish on all polished 
surface without using water, reducing splashing and clean up time.

• Excellent to remove scratches and 1500 grit sand paper swirls.

• Ideal for new generation paint systems, cured paints and older finishes. 

• Safe for body shops, silicone free, does not hide scratches.

• Ideal for blending-in, matching of gloss levels and general paint restoration.

• Reduces polish time by 50%.

• Formulated with lubricant that extends life of pad  and assists in a smoother and easier running of the pad.

Extra Cut Advanced Compound
HSF 1HSF 1

1- To remove orange peel finishes or other imperfection on paint, sand with dry 1,500-grit sandpaper (to have a better view of the 
     sanding on paint). The use of a wet 3,000-grit sandpaper will ease and speed up time of polishing.

2- Apply a good quantity of HSF 1 on the surface you wish to treat with the 100% wool buffing pad (Velcro grip # 4038). Spread the 
    product on approximately 60 sq cm (2 sq ft,) to avoid splashing before using the polisher.

3- Use a variable speed polisher (from 1200 to 1500 RPM). Let it work slowly until a shiny oily effect appears,  while applying 
    medium pressure, if needed, wipe with a micro fibre cloth. 

4- To remove deep scratches on the surface such as (pig tail), use faster speed ( 2500 RPM) and more pressure on the polisher, 
    which may cause swirl marks and holograms. The use of HSF 2 (no. 672-032) with a black finishing foam (Velcro # 4237) will 
    remove swirl marks and holograms.

5- For professional results, use HSF 3  Advanced finishing glaze (no. 673-032) and  Liquid polymers wax (no. 601-032) is 
    recommended.

Regular cleaning of the pad with help of pad washer (no. S2000) is highly recommended to avoid swirl marks and holograms.
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